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Welcome to W Bogota! Located 2600 meters closer to the stars at the 
foot of the Andean Mountains, Bogota is a vibrant, energetic and artistic 
capital in constant transformation; prepare yourself to escape and 
discover its fascinating history and culture, local gastronomic scene, 
exclusive designer’s shops and vibrant nightlife. Whether you're visiting for 
work or pleasure we've got you covered with the coolest locals-only tips!

TOMODACHI RAMEN BAR
DIAGONAL 70A # 4-66
Tomodachi means “Friend” in 
Japanese and is becoming one 
of Bogota’s newest hidden gems. 
It is one of the only places in the 
city where you will find authentic 
homemade Japanese ramen 
noodles. 
INSIDER TIP To share, order some 
Gyozas or try the Steeki, a skirt 
steak marinated in soy sauce and 
wasabi. My favorite ramen? The 
classic Shoyu or if you like it hot get 
the spicy tori paitan!

CINEMA PARAISO
CALLE 120A Nº 5 – 69
Though it has been in Bogota for 
many years, Cinema Paraiso is 
still considered as one of the most 
charming theaters of the city. Each 
hall conserves the typical retro red 
velvet chairs and invites you to sit 

back and enjoy the refined and 
carefully selected movies.
INSIDER TIP February means 
Oscars! Don’t forget to check out 
“El Abrazo de la Serpiente”, the first 
Colombian movie that has been 
nominated in the category for best 
foreign language film. 

DOMESTICA
CRA. 6 # 56-35
Chapinero Alto is the ideal 
neighborhood to wander around 
and enjoy it’s hipster vibe with 
many small coffee shops and 
restaurants. Domestica is a local 
pastry shop and it’s the perfect 
stop to have a coffee with 
homemade cookies, cakes or 
breads. 
INSIDER TIP The ice cream 
sandwich is a must. Or for a more 
daring combination take a bite off 
the strawberry balsamic pie!
 
 
 

CASA SANTA MARIA
CALLE 79B # 7-38
The lovely “Calle de los Anticuarios” 
has a new neighbor, in Casa Santa 
Maria five local designers display 
their unique pieces going from 
leather goods to accessories like 
sunglasses and watches. Their 
mission? Offer the public limited 
editions and exclusive designs.
INSIDER TIP Head towards the 
second floor and discover the cool 
handbags and purses of Ballen 
Pellettiere 

CARRERA VERDE 10K
FEB. 21 - PARQUE SIMON BOLIVAR
Stretch your legs and prepare 
yourself for an amazing run! Join this 
year’s running competition where 
more than 6,000 participants will 
run for a greener Bogota. 
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